Blueprints
A test blueprint is the plan that you create and use when “building” a test. Blueprinting is very helpful for the development of a sound assessment
that aligns to the identified standards and instruction. Blueprints also help improve alignment between alternate forms of pre- and postassessments, yielding comparable data.
A test blueprint guides assessment item selection and development. A blueprint requires the teacher to identify the intended learning to be
measured in a given assessment and the level of cognitive complexity.
The first step is to identify the purpose of the assessment.
Example:
Grade 3 Math: Use place value understanding and properties of operations to perform multi-digit arithmetic.
1. Use place value understanding to round whole numbers to the nearest 10 or 100.
2. Fluently add and subtract within 1000 using strategies and algorithms based on place value, properties of operations, and/or the
relationship between addition and subtraction.
3. Multiply one-digit whole numbers by multiples of 10 in the range 10–90 (e.g., 9 × 80, 5 × 60) using strategies based on place value and
properties of operations.

Next, you clarify the learning targets. Clarifying the learning targets enables teachers to begin the work of creating test items directly aligned to
each of the relevant learning targets.
Example:

Use place value understanding to round whole numbers to the nearest 10 or 100.
o
o

If the place value is followed 5, 6, 7, 8,or 9, increase it every time
If the place value is followed by 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4,add no more.

DOK 1 Recall or Reproduce

The level of complexity of the cognitive demand.
–
•

•
–
•
•
–
•
•
–

Level 1: Recall and Reproduction
Requires eliciting information such as a fact,
definition, term, or a simple procedure, as well as
performing a simple algorithm or applying a
formula.
Level 2: Basic Skills and Concepts
Requires the engagement of some mental
processing beyond a recall of information.
Level 3: Strategic Thinking and Reasoning
Requires reasoning, planning, using evidence, and
explanations of thinking.
Level 4: Extended Thinking Requires complex
reasoning, planning, developing, and thinking most
likely over an extended period of time.
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MASTERY Patterns of Reasoning:
Conceptual:
Students will understand the basic principles of rounding whole numbers (if the digit is five or greater the digit to the left moves
up one number, if the digit is four or less the digit to the left stays the same).
Procedural:
Students can identify the place to which they are rounding.
Students can identify the digit that affects how the number is rounded.
Students can identify the rounding choices (digit stays the same or rounds higher).
Students can round whole numbers to the nearest 10 or 100.
Representational:
Students can represent rounding using number line, place value drawings, base ten blocks, or hundreds charts.
It is important to consider which item types will provide test takers with the best, most relevant opportunities for demonstrating whether and to what extent they have
achieved the relevant learning targets. Once it is clear what types of items are best for the particular assessment, the test’s item pool is then developed by selecting
and/or creating high quality, aligned items and identifying the assessment methods matched to the learning targets.

Skill-Based Task: DOK 1
Round 17 to the nearest ten.
Round 22 to the nearest ten.
Round 234 to the nearest hundred.
Round 650 to the nearest hundred.
Round 459 to the nearest hundred.
Round 987 to the nearest hundred.

Your parents are looking for a new apartment. You want to be sure your furniture will fit beneath the windows, so you
have measured the width of your table, bed, and sofa. The table is 64 inches, the bed is 79 inches, and the sofa is 93
inches. The landlord told you the space between the windows in the kitchen (for the table) is 70 inches, the space for
the bed is 80 inches, and the space for the sofa is 90 inches. She told you she rounded the numbers to the nearest ten.
1. If you round your furniture’s measurements, what do you get?
Table ______ Bed ______ Sofa ______
2. Between which benchmark numbers do the measurements in the apartment lie since they have been rounded?

Problem Task: DOK 2
If you round 250 to the nearest ten, would
you still say that Kent has about 300 books
on his shelf? Explain why or why not?

Kitchen window space __________________
Bedroom window space ________________
Living room window space ______________
3. In which spaces will your furniture fit for sure? Where are you not sure your furniture will fit?

Use a number line to explain why 450 is the
least number that rounds to 500.

4. What area or areas should you ask the landlord to remeasure? (Hint: The rounded amount may seem too small, but
it may not be.)
Finally, there is purposeful planning of rigor and weighting in a well-constructed test blueprint.
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Assessment Blueprints






Record the prioritized learning expectations that will be on the assessment.
Identify the assessment methods to be used.
Identify the level of complexity of the learning expectations and the assessment items.
Determine how much “weight” each learning priority will receive.
Balance the rigor of the assessment.
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Webb’s DOK and Assessment Method
Level I and Level II
 Usually one right answer
 Usually assessed by selected response
or constructed response
Level III and Level IV
 More than one correct answer or
approach is possible and may involve
real-world applications in new situations
 Usually assessed by constructed
response or performance

JALSDD Blueprint Template
Learning Expectations

Assessment

Learning
Expectations

Target DOK
Level

Standard # 1
Standard # 2
Standard # 3

2
1
2

SR

Standard # 4

2

SR/ CR

Standard # 5

3

SR / CR / P

Total points
% of Total points

Method

DOK 1 Recall
or Reproduce

DOK 2 Basic
Application of
Skills /
Concepts

DOK 3
Strategic
Thinking

DOK 4 Extended
Thinking

Levels of Cognitive Complexity
(5 questions)
10 Points
(5 questions)
10 Points

20
30%

(2 questions)
10 Points
(3 questions)
15 Points

(2 questions)
10 Points
(1 Question)
6 Points

(1 Question)
6 Points

25
37%

16
24%

6
9%

Total
points

# points

% of
Total
points
%

WEIGHT

RIGOR
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JALSD Blueprint Template
Learning Expectations

STRETCH
Learning
Expectations

Target DOK
Level

Method

DOK 1 Recall
or Reproduce

DOK 2 Basic
Application of
Skills /
Concepts

DOK 3
Strategic
Thinking

DOK 4 Extended
Thinking

Total
points

% of
Total
points

DOK 2 Basic
Application of
Skills /
Concepts
Place here
how many
questions and
points for
each standard
being tested
@ DOK 2

DOK 3
Strategic
Thinking

DOK 4 Extended
Thinking

Total
points

% of
Total
points

Place here how
many questions
and points for
each standard
being tested @
DOK 3

Place here how
many questions
and points for
each standard
being tested @
DOK 4

Here list
how
many
points for
each
standard

Here
place
percent
of total
for each
standard

Total points
% of Total points

JALSD Blueprint Template
Learning Expectations

Assessment

Learning
Expectations

Target DOK
Level

Method

DOK 1 Recall
or Reproduce

List the standards
you are testing here.

Analyze
each
standard to
determine it
level on the
DOK Chart

How will you
test:
Selected
Response,
Constructed
Response,
Performance /
Product or
performance
visual /physical

Place here how
many questions
and points for
each standard
being tested @
DOK 1

Total points
% of Total points

Here total # of points for each DOK Level
Here total % of points for each DOK level
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Why do I need to learn about Webb's Depth of Knowledge
(DOK)?
Depth of Knowledge (DOK) was created by Norman Webb for the purpose of
aligning assessments and assessment items to the cognitive complexity
level of the standards they were designed to assess. The DOK level is
determined by the degree of mental processing required of the student
to meet the objectives of a particular standard, assessment item or
instructional activity. The DOK level focuses on how deeply a student
needs to understand the content. Understanding the DOK level of the
standard will help teachers create assessment items that accurately assess
the standard at the expected level of rigor.

How do I include stretch in my assessment?
To have sufficient stretch, an assessment must contain questions that vary in
complexity. The assessment should contain both basic and advanced
knowledge and skill questions so that both low-performing and high-performing
students can demonstrate growth. One way to do this on an assessment is to
consider questions for a particular standard at different depths of knowledge
(See FAQ #4). Karin Hess’s Cognitive Rigor Matrix can be especially helpful for
creating assessment items with stretch. Here is an example:
CCSS.Math.Content.6.EE.C.9 Use variables to represent two quantities in a
real-world problem that change in relationship to one another; write an
equation to express one quantity, thought of as the dependent variable, in
terms of the other quantity, thought of as the independent variable. Analyze the
relationship between the dependent and independent variables using graphs
and tables, and relate these to the equation. For example, in a problem
involving motion at constant speed, list and graph ordered pairs of distances
and times, and write the equation d = 65t to represent the relationship between
distance and time.
DOK Level 1 – List and graph ordered pairs of distances and times
DOK Level 2 – Analyze the relationship between distance and time using
graphs and tables
DOK Level 3 – Describe a situation involving a moving object that this graph
could represent
Because this Grade 6 Math standard is written at DOK Level 2, the
assessment should include items that ensure students are mastering the
material at that level. However, based on pretest or trend data, stretch could be
achieved by including questions at DOK Levels 1 and 3 so that low and high
performing students can demonstrate their learning.
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Is it appropriate to assess higher-level thinking with multiple choice items?
The appropriateness of an assessment method (for example, multiple choice or other selected response methods) depends on the
purpose and context of the assessment. When speaking of “higher-level thinking,” we are usually referring either to higher levels of
Bloom’s Taxonomy or higher levels of Webb’s Depth of Knowledge (DOK). While it is not impossible to assess higher-level thinking (for
example, DOK level 3) with multiple choice items, it may not serve the purpose well. For example, a student may be asked to evaluate a
situation in which they must draw a conclusion based on evidence from a text. It is possible to structure an item such that the student
must reason through the question and pull information together, justifying their reasoning in their mind in order to select the correct
response(s). However, it is very difficult to write such items well, and higher-level thinking tasks often involve an extended period of time
to perform. It is also important to keep the purpose of the assessment in mind. If the purpose is for the student to demonstrate mastery
of the knowledge and skills in a DOK 3 standard (which is usually what is desired), then constructed response or performance would be
more suitable assessment methods, since these methods require the student to show their reasoning more directly.
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ABOVE MATH SCIENCE / See appendix for Social Studies, Reading, Writing and Arts DOK Charts.
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JALSD Blueprint Template Blank
Learning Expectations
Learning
Expectations
Standards being
Tested

Assessment
Target DOK
Level for
each
Standard

Method
Type of
assessment
task

DOK 1 Recall
or Reproduce

DOK 2 Basic
Application of
Skills /
Concepts

DOK 3
Strategic
Thinking

DOK 4 Extended
Thinking

Total
points

% of
Total
points

Total points
% of Total points
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